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i often spend the two months between writing these editorials 
dreaming of all the potential nonsensical, weird and yet poignant 
things i could say. However, whenever i come to the actual 
writing, i always find myself grasping for a way to encapsulate 
the sequence of totally unrelated pieces that have wound up in 
my inbox in the last fort-month.
 last time we had so much poetry, but this edition the 
coin has flipped and we are graced with the royal head of prose. 
Two short stories and an artist interview has meant that there are 
a few less items in the contents page this time around. But who 
cares? There’s always next time, my loyal submitters!
 ‘til next time, sweet dreams my lovers.

editorial
david graham

ediTorial
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Wetlands,
Harsh demands,
these are the years 
where our mind expands. 

Wednesday’s the night. 
Swapping milk for goon, 
our bones grow stronger
under the moon. 

the sack is trusty,
making our memories dust-y. 
From the lass to argyle,
students have the best lifestyle…

thursday morning cringe, 
early lectures are not fun. 
Yet on echo we can binge, 
and sleep until its done. 

Uni is sometimes hard,
its almost the equivalent
to picking the last king card. 
But goodluck to all of you,
remember - there is no shame, 
in a tactical spew. 

 

Student life
mel o’dell

PoeTry: mel o’dell
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Ben Kenning is a newcastle based 
painter and mixed media artist who 
exhibited work regularly in newcastle, 
sydney, and melbourne. in 2014 he 
attended the university of newcastle 
and completed an Honours degree in 
Fine art. in the same year he received 
the Jenny Thomas Travelling Art 
Scholarship and was awarded the major 
prize at the cooks Hill galleries 
emerging art prize. With the funds 
made available from these Kenning 
will attend a two month artists in 
residence program with space 118 in 
mumbai, india throughout october and 

november this year. 
 Kennings work includes drawing, 
painting, and mixed media works on 
canvas and paper. His interests have 
also expanded to include performance 
art (drawing), installation and sculpture. 
Kennings work is influenced by 
Buddhist philosophies in particular 
the concept of "Pratityasmutpada" or 
“dependent arising”. This view asserts 
that no phenomenon exists without 
depending on other phenomena 
or conditions around it. it’s this 
perspective that has shifted Kennings 
perception of his surroundings.  

Ben Kenning
interviewed by genevieve carr

inTervieW: Ben Kenning
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Genevieve i often see your works 
become one with a space. canvases 
creep across walls, some fit into 
corners whilst others hang in the 
middle of a room. is having works 
become one with a space an important 
part of your practice? 
 
Ben it’s an interesting idea that i’ve 
just started to explore. extending 
an artwork beyond the confines of 
its two dimensional surface allows 
for a dialogue and an exchange to 
occur between the artwork and the 
environment. Through this exchange 
neither the work nor the environment 
exist in isolation, they come together 
and create something totally new. 
There can be a balance within this, 
the environment or my art can impose 
itself on the other. There is a sense of 
play here which is fun to consider and 
explore. creating immersive works in 
situ provides an alternate backdrop to 
the white walls of a gallery. it offers 
totally new and unpredictable stimulus 
and subject matter for responses to 
be formed through. This idea means i 
can go somewhere and wander off to 
some obscure place, which is enjoyable 
in itself, and create a work in response 
to my surroundings. They tell the tale 
of my experience and time there, to 
share in the energy and sense of place 
at that moment when creating is pretty 
exciting.  

 
G your works feel deeply meditative. 
i look at your paintings and feel like 
your internal is becoming external right 
in front of me. is your practice based 
in self-examination and experience 
or do you look to the wider world for 
inspiration? 
 
B i’m really not sure what my work 
is based on these days. internal 
and external, a bit of both, internal 
expressions of external ideas or vice 
versa? it’s all shifting and evolving at 
the moment. There is always a sense of 
self in my work. The content is drawn 
from my particular internal model and 
understanding of things, which to be 
honest is pretty confused and not 
totally clear most of the time. my art 
can be dark, chaotic and overwhelming 
and has been described as “intense” so 
i guess there is a reflection of myself 
in this. By expressing myself through 
my art, through the act and process 
of creating, painting and drawing my 
hope is that one day i will be able to 
formulate a clearer understanding of 
self, mind and being and that maybe 
this will be the reflection i see within 
my visual arts practice and the artworks 
i create further down the track. 
 
G What are you most looking forward 
to experiencing through the Jenny 
Thomas Travelling Art Scholarship to 
india? 

inTervieW: Ben Kenning
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B The thing i love about any travel 
is that everything is new and fresh, 
places, sights, smells, ideas, traditions, 
culture, histories, the people... 
everything. in my general life and 
way of being i filter so much of my 
experience that i become bored and 
restless, because i am so used to 
the every day. in india this filter will 
disappear and i will be unavoidably 
overwhelmed by new experiences. 
i look forward to being alive, aware, 
awake and connecting with my sense 
of humanity for better or worse 
throughout this experience. 

inTervieW: Ben Kenning

Image page 10
SHORTS, Work in Situ (live drawing perfor-
mance), University of Newcastle, 2014 
 
Image page 12
Interfusion, Forsight Gallery, 2013

Website/Portfolio  
http://benkenning.crevado.com/ 
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I held you as tight as i could last night. i missed you. 
like a drought misses the rain. i could barely sleep, i 

watched you. intermittently you would roll into me and 
touch me as if you were mine.
 i love the way your meticulously straightened 
hair runs free as you sleep – no need to impress; conform 
to societies complexities of expectations. it’s like your 
wall is down, even for that instant. You’re breathtaking.
 i cannot recall your soul-piercing eye colour 
off hand. i don’t know your favourite movie or your 
favourite food. i still have so much to learn.
 i love watching you cook for me, every action 
so planned, so meticulous. i love the way you look at 
me, as if searching for answers. i love the way you seem 
invested in every word i attempt to articulate. You render 
me speechless with a look, a sigh, a move. 
 You start to twitch, start to waken. i love 
watching you wake. Stretching, a long carefully planned 
motion, designed for your pleasure, yet all consuming. 
Suddenly, like being hit by a speed train, it happens. the 
text, the phone call, reality. You are not mine. i merely 
have you on loan. like a library book. Mine to read. 
Mine to enjoy. But for a finite time. i can peruse the 
pages at my leisure. even doggy ear the pages, if i desire. 
But ultimately, i have to return you. despite my best 
efforts, i know i have to return you, eventually.

MIne We complement each other. that’s 
complement with an “e” not an “i”. My 

shortcomings are your strengths and  mine yours. it’s 
a love of sincerity, stability, sexuality and smiles -  So 
many smiles.
 i love loving you. i look at you and see 
perfection. i love your perfect imperfections. one look 
and you calm the darkness. You’ve seen my demons and 
wrestled them to the ground with a loving hand. You’ve 
seen my faults, my flaws and my fuck-ups and, love me 

Book 
gem minTer

PoeTry: gem minTer
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unconditionally. You’re my family, and, you’ve taught me 
what that actually means.
 i cannot think of you and not smile. You make 
my heart skip a beat when i look at you. You look at me 
and i see my future in your eyes. i touch you and i feel a 
mixture of desire and attainment. Your skin feels like silk. 
Your eyes scream i love you. Your lips, your hips, your 
legs drive me wild. When i hold you, i never want to let 
you go. You tease me. You please me. You complete me. 

Lost the hardest part of every day is those first 
fifteen seconds after i wake up. i reach over for you 

and i’m reminded, like a blast, you’re not here. every 
morning my stomach drops and nausea sets in. i am 
reminded of the hole in my heart that you used to want 
to fill.
 i walk aimlessly around our little home. 
Suddenly, it feels quite large; empty, hollow. i crave to 
be stumbling over shoes you’ve left wherever they may 
lay, and, i wish i had no space to put my toothbrush 
as your makeup is scattered throughout the bathroom 
- a reminder of your ever-presence, personality and 
prettiness. 
 i miss watching you - poised, elegant, radiant. 
Your eyes speaking louder than words, in a language 
only designed for me. i miss touching you. every touch 
like the first. i could explore you, finding something 
new, despite knowing every part of you.
 its perplexing. i once knew every thought 
you had before you even had it. i knew how you felt 
just by looking at you. You were an open book. Mine. 
only mine to read, mine to doggy ear the pages, mine 
to peruse at my pleasure. now it’s closed. Sealed shut. 
Under lock and key, and i no longer have the key to 
open it.
 thoughts. Both yours and mine are 
problematic. neither of us brave enough to share. Both 
in knots and both lack the Bear grylls skills to untwist 
them. We’re intertwined. Confused about where i end 
and you begin. You say you’ve lost yourself. i used to be 
your compass guiding you home. But now we’ve both 

PoeTry: gem minTer
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lost our bearings. i used to be your superman. rescue 
you from anything. now, neither you, nor i, know what 
you need rescuing from.
 i care about you more than i am able to 
articulate. arbitrary words implode within my mind, 
in an attempt to explain my demeanour.  Constrained, 
complex, contrasting. love. Understand, no matter what. 
My love is unfailing, unconditional and uncompromising. 
it’s not going anywhere. 

Chapter 2 Seeing you now is like witnessing 
the sunrise. You shine a light on every darkness. 

awaken my spirit and put me in awe of your beauty. 
everytime. 
 touching you makes me nervous, a 
combination of familiarity and novel once again.
 i want the joy of rediscovering you. i want to 
explore new ground with you.
 in the story of us – may we start a new chapter. 
not forgetting what has already been written, but 
continuing, forward with new eyes, open hearts and 
excited minds. 
time has passed, but not necessarily ours. 
 every day i wake up loving you and 
remembering you are the one that makes my heart 
whisper “home”.

returnIng the Book its anticlimactic. 
a sudden "cease to exist." But that is life. 

Sometimes people, like books are only borrowed. 
despite the need to know the end - its time has come, 
the book is due. 
 Save on late fees and unnecessary repercussions. 
take it home. let the story go and search for another 
one. 
 remember, it was about the journey, not the 
destination. 
 
and what an amazing journey it was. 

PoeTry: gem minTer
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now it goes without saying i barely know you
and we just met and this is all very fresh
and i know your first name but not your last
maybe one day i’ll know you in full 

but this is a fledging romance
shallow and brief between strangers
but while our interaction may currently lack depth
your cunt certainly does not.

Because everything is better down where it’s wetter
core: red warm and dripping
skin soaked sweet
and glistening with juices

weak kneed and jelly thighed
tired, aching, and content
splayed open on the mattress
i think we might need to change the sheets.

now sugar is not a vegetable 
not a staple part of a healthy diet
but i would gladly eat you out three hot meals a day
you are all sweetness on my tongue 

bury my face between your thighs
lick you until i drown
till the stink of your sweat sinks into my pores 
and you permeate the air like fucking ambipurr.
 
Scrap my nails down your spine
feel you raw against my knuckles
sink deep inside
let me hear you moan

scream my name
call me darling
i do not care 
just let me hear you.

i know i barely know you
and i honestly do not care,
just as long as you let me hear you moan.

Ode to Cunt  

maTilda cHurcHes
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Vic was a refrigerator mechanic who hailed from russia. He 
was a tall, thin man with a dark complexion who always wore 
the same navy-blue overalls. We sometimes talked about all 
kinds of things, like drinking toohey's old, his favourite beer. 
during the course of such animated conversations, i would try 
to promote some of my own favourite beers & Vic would stand 
there in silence while giving me yet another of his: 'you-are-
one-confused-bastard' stares.
 He was good at giving those.
 i liked Vic.
  one day, he came up to me looking quite upset. He 
snatched the green, plastic cup i held in my hand and peered 
into it.
 "i'm just drinking some water" i said.  
 "What's the matter?"
  He gave me a look of disgust, "Fish fuck in that, you 
know!" he muttered before walking away.
  Yeah, i liked Vic but i was getting a bit jealous.
  Word got around that Vic had rolled 2 of the smaller 
vans while working for the company and hadn't yet been fired.
 i spoke to some colleagues about it and they weren't 
surprised. Some of them told me about how skilled he was as a 
mechanic:
 "give Vic any old fridge, man, he brings 'em back to 
life! in fact, give him anything, anything at all! Fridges, washers, 
dryers, the lot. He can bring 'em all back!"

Vic, the refrigerator mechanic  
Brad evans

FicTion: Brad evans
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  "Where did he learn it?" i would ask them. they 
would shrug their shoulders. Some of them believed he was 
self-taught, but nobody was certain. Vic may have been as old 
as the hills but Steve, the boss, kept him on. only a guy who 
worked pure magic would be kept on like that.
 i was the exact opposite to Vic. give me something to 
pull apart and i can do it, but getting it back together and, sure 
as shit, i'll always end up with bits left over. Just like with my 
lego. i could only guess that, to my detriment and unlike Vic, 
there were these very subtle, but certain, forces of destruction 
inside me that reigned supreme.
  our boss, Steve was a devout Christian who 
sometimes took his family out to their favourite restaurant. 
When the waitress arrived with their meals they would begin to 
say grace aloud and bless the food. Most of the other customers 
would just look at them as they waited for their own food and 
watch the evening's blessing unfold. ordering an extra bottle of 
wine often helped them get through the ritual.
  the other mechanics who made up the company 
were ian, Steve's son, and dave, Vic's son. although his father 
was a devout Christian, ian chose his own path. He was quite a 
character. every day i worked there, mysterious explosions from 
out the back would suddenly shake the workplace.
 Whenever he wasn't serving a customer, Steve would 
go out to investigate the noise but he never found anything. all 
he would see was dave and ian squatting over a compressor, 
looking busy. it was when i was in the workshop on one rainy 
day, that there was a particularly large explosion outside before 
dave & ian came running in laughing.
  "What was that?"
  dave grinned. "Haven't you been hearing those loud 
noises?"
  "Yeah, there's been loads every day since i started 
working here. i thought it was noises coming from the bus 
depot down the back?"
  "no man", dave laughed, "it's us! He held out an 
empty drink carton. "this is what we use. We siphon the freon 

FicTion: Brad evans
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from out of the refrigerators, fill the carton with it, roll up some 
newspaper, stick it in, light it and run like a cunt. You know the 
biggest explosion i ever made was out at Wallsend one night 
at a bonfire party. i filled this large garbage bag with freon and 
told everyone to stand back. i sucked my thumb to check for 
wind direction and floated the big, black bag over the bonfire."
 a weird light began creeping into dave's eyes as he 
recalled the event.
 "Man, you should've heard that fucking thing go. 
We had this radio on and it was being reported that people 
had heard some loud explosion from all these neighbouring 
suburbs." He started laughing like a maniac. "From Maryland, 
Birmingham gardens, Jesmond. all over the joint". He paused 
to catch a breath. "Fuckin' funny, eh!?"
  i smiled. i was beginning to enjoy working there as 
an employee of Steve's company. i would get these tiny tugs of 
excitement whenever i heard shit like this. Just like me, i could 
tell that these guys didn't like being stuck n' bored at work 
either.
 Steve was a good businessman and sometimes 
entrusted me with his white truck used to make the daily 
deliveries. i enjoyed getting out of the shop to make the 
deliveries, loading up the truck and climbing up into the 
driver's seat. it felt good, it felt empowering for some reason. 
 i loved driving that truck.
 one day, Steve told dave and i that there was a 
delivery to make out at Soldiers' Point. We loaded the truck and 
dave let me drive. there was this hill along government road 
where i loved to floor it. the thrill in not being able to brake 
before hitting a car was irresistible to me.
 as dave and i crested the hill on this particular day, i 
looked down & something took over.
 Halfway down the hill, a VW had stopped and was 
waiting for oncoming traffic to pass so that it could make a 
right turn. i carefully checked the pace of the four cars snaking 
past the VW and then pushed my foot all the way down on the 
accelerator. With the downhill run the truck began to rapidly 
pick up speed. 

FicTion: Brad evans
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 in the passenger seat, dave's legs shifted from their 
relaxed, resting position on the dash board and dropped straight 
down onto the floor like a soldier coming to attention.
 "Man, you might want to slow down!"
 i ignored his advice and withdrew into myself as i 
began to concentrate and check the speed of each car as they 
moved slowly past the beetle and climbed up the hill. the first 
and second car passed.
 two to go!
 Within just a matter of seconds, dave's long hair began 
to fly about insanely in the wind as air began to race through 
the cabin.
 "Shit man, slow down!"
We were at the speed now where braking would no longer 
stop us in time before a collision. this was where i began to 
feel good and came to the realisation that wherever you are, the 
workplace didn't have to be boring, it could be fun, it could be 
exciting. if the VW stalled during its turn now, we were as good 
as dead.
 dave must've been thinking along similar lines as i 
was, but a little less calmly as he began reflexively pumping the 
floor with his left foot, half-hoping for a brake to materialise 
but one didn't.
 "Man, WILL You sLoW the FuCk 
DoWn!" he yelled as he listened to the thumping of the 
white goods rocking about in the back of the truck.
 the third car had passed. one to go!
 i had to also make time for the beetle itself to slowly 
turn in time before a tonne of truck ended up ploughing into it 
from behind.
 i was at the speed now where any braking would 
make the situation more dangerous than no braking, as any 
noise from the brakes or even a screech of tyre would alert 
the female driver in front. any possible panic from her would 
certainly make her plant her foot down too heavily on the 
accelerator and stall her car while making the right turn.
 We were now at the mercy of probability and i began 

FicTion: Brad evans
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to sense some real excitement. Keeping my eyes on the road, i 
yelled with exhilaration to dave over the strong wind.
 "heY Man, DID You eVer WatCh star 
Wars?"
 dave had given up on his imaginary brake. Closing his 
eyes, he slid downwards into his seat as far as he could go, his 
body wilting in utter resignation over his fate.
  "Man, thIs Is Just LIke that MoMent 
In star Wars When Luke Was assauLtIng 
the Death star In hIs X-WIng anD theY 
kept orDerIng hIM to puLL out, to puLL 
out, But no! no! no! he kept goIng Man, 
he kept on goIng WhILe ContInuaLLY 
FIrIng aWaY at that Death star. Do You 
reMeMBer that one, DaVe?"
 dave clenched his teeth as he awaited the impact that 
would completely destroy the VW, ram a neatly-packaged 390l, 
reconditioned Westinghouse refrigerator - complete with a 
French door design, icebox, removable ice bucket, glass shelf, 
and a full-width crisper right up his no.2 before the final phase 
of the impact would blast the both of us right through the front 
windscreen only to be completely mashed all over the road.
 i watched the final car creep slowly past the VW and 
climb the hill, its driver looking at us in fear. By now, the beetle 
began to make its slow right turn. the driver blissfully unaware 
of what was bearing down on her. i watched the car's slow 
movement, like an unpolished snail, taking it slow and easy as it 
swung across the middle line, moving itself away from the left 
side of the road, giving just enough time and space for the truck 
to suddenly scream past.
 the truck reached the bottom of the hill and bounced 
along government road, continuing west towards Soldiers' 
Point.
 We were going to make an early, intact delivery  
that day.
 We were going to end up with one, very  
satisfied customer.
 

FicTion: Brad evans
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little girl 

 caged;

squeezed between
the cereal, orange juice and 
   cob on the corn.

the lettuce and
 
 loose beans 

bob along 
on top of miniature knees;
   healthy living front and centre. 

Potato chips, 

 chocolate and

cheese rolls cower at the end of
tiny red Mary Janes, 
   shrouded by the baby cage above, 

       reality brewing

Trolley Bound 
miriam e.miles

PoeTry: miriam e. miles
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T.M.I. 
miriam e.miles

T.M.I. 
miriam e.miles

“tMi”, my brain nearly spewed out my mouth as i listen, gobsmacked, to the 
girl-lady leaning over the counter, retelling her most unflattering tale of being 

so drunk  
not to know she’d peed in her dresser till morning when 
she woke

to discover the toastie she’d made night before to

   comfort the munchies from her liquor stupor

was carefully placed in the full pantie drawer.

Her socks 

soaked  
right 
through 
in her famous ‘pee drawer’.

i held on to my purchase feeling slightly unsure how 
 
   to move away quickly from this tale of the night. 

i tried once, maybe twice but good mrs nice 
held her stance: 
how could i slink
from the girl with 
peed pants?

as if time finally grasped it had too stopped slack jaw, the clock began ticking as i 
dash out the door; my goodness, what’s happened to this cohort so young, when 
they’re 

   peeing drunk silly telling strangers bar none?

PoeTry: miriam e. miles
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T.M.I. 
miriam e.miles

Her
words
run at a gallop

and she 
chews
away at 
phrases 
incessantly
forcing noise to 
rush 
past 
her 
teeth
and…

Will
she
ever 
stop?

is 
she
going 
to
breathe? 

Maybe
she’ll
pass out
before she 
runs
out 
of 
words?

PoeTry: miriam e. miles
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our online arTs zine is two years old in october, with a growing audience, 
nationally and internationally.
 The zine is free, with no advertising from sponsors. it is just something 
we want to do for the arts, which has been our lifelong passion.
 already we are having a splendid response with many artists, writers and 
philosophers happy to contribute articles and exhibition news. Hopefully we will 
have your art works and words to print in future editions.
 Please get back to us if you are interested, fairly soon as we are booking 
in artists and writers over the next months.

our email:  
werkhovenr@bigpond.com
The arTs zine is available at our new web site:  
www.studiolaprimitive.net
or direct link:
http://issuu.com/robynwerkhoven/docs/slp_arts_zine_july2015

looking forward to hearing from you                                                                               
cheers eric & robyn Werkhoven editors

submissiOns –  
“sTudiO la PrimiTive arTs Zine!”
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a bi-monthly magazine / zine / journal / spam 
email of poetry, art, flavour enhancers, or 
anything else you send us.  all text types, formats 
& mediums accepted. surprise us and anyone 
who reads it!

image: Thomas Pollack anshutz Boy reading: ned anshutz (detail and 
altered) ca. 1900.  

oil on canvas, (96.7 x 68.8 cm).  
Brooklyn museum, dick s. ramsay Fund, 67.135

For enquiries and submissions email:
wordhurl.antislam@hotmail.com

To check out the publication in a previous incarnation go to:  
wordhurlantislam.com

s u b m i t  t o 
w o r d  h u r l


